
Suppressed Facts

about COVID-19

Unfounded Corona Panic.

Dangerous Vaccination.

Doctors Speak out Now!

Physicians and Media Clarify.



Corona (SARS-CoV-2) has never been the "extremely 

deadly virus" politics and media want to tell us in an 

unprecedented manipulation.

In Europe, the COVID vaccine has been given to the

patients with a "conditional marketing authorisation"

only. It is actually a mass experiment of the drug

industry.  

The vaccination belies everything promissed in

spring 2021: It neither protects from severe courses,

nor does it protect from infections of the recipient

or the ones who come in contact with the recipient. 

Hundreds of physicians and scientists voice their

concerns and tens of thousands refuse to give these

mRNA vaccines to their patients.

The mass media conceal all critical arguments,

pervert the facts and keep dead quiet about

ancounted doctors who rise their warning voice.

In this booklet, you will find a brief abstract by those

experts who got the chance to speak on TV channel

AUF1. You will find all video recordings on www.auf1.tv

TIME TO WAKE UP
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Instead: Record-braking side effects and 

unpredictable long term damage!

Translation from German into English language: Felix Berlin



"COVID-19 infections are very 

highly treatable, especially in the 

beginning. Worldwide, however, 

these means of curative 

treatment are not recognised 

despite the high efficacy. Why?"

www.wirzeigenunsergesicht.org , where hundreds of physicians organise against Dr. Maria Hubmer-Mogg is physician and initiator of  

Dr. Maria Hubmer-Mogg

 

the COVID-19 vaccination of children: "Among other reasons, the COVID-19 vaccine got an emergancy use authorisation because there 

has been no official curative treatment. It is an experimental medication. Very rarely children get seriously ill with COVID-19 and the 

vaccine sometimes comes with high and unpredictable risks. Politics which coerces us into such a vaccination commits crimes." 



"We have never faced a pandemic threat of national significance.

This is proven by facts (...) for example by the occupancy rate of

intensive care units." 

"Studies show that collateral damage - the damage caused by the 

corona measures - is about 5 to 6 times higher than the damage 

corona itself could have ever caused, even without any counter 

measures."

"From a medical point of view, the question is quite easy to answer

and therefore we have to say: There is no reason for such measures.

This is a political decision and one has to ask the politicians why they

do this ..."



Prof. Martin Haditsch is specialist for hygiene and microbiology, infectiology and tropical medicine as well as for virology and 

epidemiology of infectious diseases. Together with a film crew of "ServusTV" he travelled around the world to get a pictureof the 

COVID-19 situation. And for him it is obvious: The measurements here [in Austria] are completely wrong. The new type of mRNA 

vaccine protects insufficiently, instead it comes with many side effects.

Prof. Martin Haditsch

"We cannot just say:

The vaccine is save and

protects!"

"With an almost 

absolute certainty of 

99.8 percent, the new 

virus SARS-COV-2 

originates from a 

laboratory."



Dr. Claus Köhnlein

"It is completely unreasonable

to call COVID-19 a killer virus.

It just is not." 

Dr. Claus Köhnlein is internist and sports physician with surgery in Kiel, Germany. He particularly investigated the 

shocking pictures of Bergamo and the short period of excess mortality in spring 2020 in northern Italy: "The reason was a 

clinical mistreatment recommended by the World Health Organization WHO! Down to the present day, fear of this excess 

mortality is still purposefully propagated." 



Dr. Christian Fiala is general practitioner, gynaecologist and scientist. He is specialized in tropical diseases and 

epidemiology. At home and abroad he has gained 30 years of work experience and says the COVID-19 vaccine is useless

and dangerous. The masses are manipulated and controlled by scare tactics. Unfortunately, the measures are completely

arbitrary. In this "Pandemic" we went away from reason.  

 

  

Dr. Christian Fiala

"The new mRNA 'vaccine' persuades 

the human immune system to attack our

own body.

Therefore, the corona 'vaccine' has to be

declared a 'programmed self-distruction

of the body'."  



Already four months before the "corona virus from Wuhan" came to light, based on his comprehensive research and analyses, the 

Hamburg physician and analyst Heiko Schöning warned of a virus and pathogen panic for the year 2020. Schöning has paid at

length attention to global politics, power structures and big pharma. He is convinced: These groups akt like criminal mafia-like 

structures.   

Dr. Heiko Schöning

"The corona panic is a staging. It

is a con game. It is high time to

understand that we are in the 

midst of a worldwide and 

mafia-like crime."

"We can recoginse that we face 

an organised crime. 

So, what can we do? 

We no longer join in! Here 

and now we draw the red line." 



"What happens because of 

corona has nothing to do with

medicine. Therefore I raise my 

voice." 

"The communist dictate was

nothing compared with today." 

Dr. Margareta Griesz-Brisson is neurologist with a referee surgery in Mülheim in Germany and a neurologic surgery in 

London. As a physician, she focuses on patient welfare: Measures have to be questioned by sense of purpose and with 

COVID-19 she cannot recognise any proportionality. Her opposition already began with the degree forcing to wear 

useless face covering. 

Dr. Margareta Griesz-Brisson
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THE OTHER SIDE
EXISTS

As a journalist, I talk with a vast number of prestigious

physicians and scientists about the pandemic. All have

something in common: Based on facts they have gained

by most elaborate studies, they criticise the corona 

policies. They want the big media to cover it. However, 

all of them are ignored. A dire method.

This way, in public, the semblance of only one existing 

evaluation of the pandemic and the measures is 

formed. But you will be surprised how diverse and big 

the other side is! And you can find this other side in

the alternative community and grassroot media. 

Ms Elsa Mittmannsgruber, MA, was chief editor of the 

Austrian newspaper "Wochenblick" and is TV presenter

at AUF1 (www.auf.tv)

Ms Elsa Mittmannsgruber, MA

Although 99,7 percent of the adults 

have been vaccinated in Ireland's 

Waterford in October 2021 ...

… nevertheless Waterlord faced the 

highest infection rate in the whole 

country, as the "Irish Times" reported.
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Almost all hospitals refuse 

transparency and do not report how 

many "vaccinated" patients are 

treated.

Accidental discovery: At October 12th 

2021 the Austrian hospitals "Voralberger 

Krankenhäuser" reported 63 percent of 

twofold vaccinated inpatients. 
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Four out of thousands of examples.

Many media, doctors and politicians 

do not want to talk about it. Please

inform yourself independently at 

alternative community and grassroot 

media. 

Important Facts
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IT IS A MATTER OF 

YOUR HEALTH

Stefan Magnet

From September 13th to October 10th 

2021 the Austrian Health Agency AGES 

reported:

60,82 procent of "new symptomatic 

COVID cases above 60 years" have 

been vaccinated twice. 
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It will never end! Despite an already 

high vaccination coverage rate in 

summer in model country Israel ... 

… the rate of new COVID cases exploded 

in September 2021. Israel now prepares 

for the 4th vaccination.
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Countless physicians got a chance to speak on our

online television channel AUF1. All of them clarify: We 

do not need to be afraid of "corona"! This virus is not a 

"killer virus". The panic is baseless. These are reputable 

scientists and doctors with many years of work 

experience.

On February 27th 2021 the German newspaper BILD 

still headlined: "Vaccinated persons are NO longer 

infectious!" Politics and media deliberately lied to us and 

 continue to do so down to the present day. The lies 

change. The facts remain: The COVID-19 vaccine is 

useless and dangerious. Inform yourself. It is about 
  your future.

Stefan Magnet is chief editor of the first 

 "Alternativen und Unabhängigen Fernsehens"

  - German for Alternative and Independent TV -

   AUF1 (www.auf1.tv) 
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ALTERNATIVES UNABHÄNGIGES FERNSEHEN

Time to wake up.
Inform yourself and take over responsibility.
                  Reception: www.auf1.tv

www.auf1.tv t.me/auf1tv redaktion@auf1.tv


